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eEvidence Scope

Scope
(Art 1, 3 and 23)

Material scope

DIGITALEUROPE agrees with both the Commission and the Council positions which restrict the scope of the e-evidence package to stored data, excluding real-time interception and ‘direct access.’ DIGITALEUROPE urges the European Parliament to do the same.

Exclusive use of Union instruments for cross-border situations

When law enforcement authorities seek data from a company whose main establishment is located outside of the requesting authority’s country, the e-evidence package preserves mechanisms that many law enforcement authorities (LEAs) rely on today to obtain data on a cross-border basis, including through European Investigation Orders (EIOs) and orders obtained through Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) (‘Union measures’). The e-evidence package also preserves the use of national orders for purely domestic scenarios.

Art. 1 states that the Regulation lays down rules under which a Member State authority may order a service provider offering services in the Union to produce electronic evidence. It clarifies, however, that this is without prejudice to authorities’ powers to compel service providers established on their territories to comply with similar national measures. While we do not question the right of Member State laws to regulate purely domestic situations, that should not be the case where such national laws have cross-border impacts as this is the very essence of the problem the Regulation is trying to solve.

It is unfortunate that the Council’s General Approach does not impose any obligation on an issuing authority to use a European Production Order (EPO) or European Preservation Order (EPO-PR) over a domestic instrument in cross-border cases – a shortcoming it shares with the European Commission text. As a result, the Council’s text allows LEAs to bypass the safeguards set out in the
proposed package and other Union measures and instead use a purely domestic legal process to obtain data about users located in a different Member State.

Such domestic procedures might offer fewer safeguards and result in weaker protections for fundamental rights across the EU. This approach also runs counter to the proposal’s fundamental harmonisation goal, as service providers will be required to examine, and process orders based on different legal bases.

We urge the European Parliament to require LEAs to use EPO(-PR)s or other Union instruments over domestic procedures unless those instruments are applicable. Revising the proposals in this way will strengthen safeguards for fundamental rights and reduce the risk that LEAs, using domestic procedures, will impose demands on service providers that can circumvent these safeguards.

**Jurisdiction**

We are concerned that both the Commission’s proposal and the Council’s General Approach depart from the standard of jurisdiction established by the Budapest Convention. That standard is composed of four elements, including the requirement that the service provider has possession and control over the requested information, which is missing from the e-evidence package.\(^1\)

Companies should be able to maintain robust internal procedures that limit access and disclosure rights to users’ communication data to those company personnel who are best placed to conduct the task.

Sales personnel in a store that sell hardware, for example, who may or may not be full-time employees and have no reason to access user information such as their emails, should not be punished for their inability to comply with the Order. Recognising the standard based on possession or control should not inhibit effective cooperation, as EPO(-PR)s will help authorities address the relevant
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European entities. However, the standard is essential from an international and data protection perspective.  
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2 It is also important that this standard is also preserved in the context of the 2nd Additional Protocol to the Budapest Convention.
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